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ABSTRACT
Users are surrounded by sensors that are available through various
devices beyond their smartphones. However, these sensors are
not fully utilized by current end-user applications. A key reason
sensor use is so limited is that application developers must exactly
identify how the sensor data can be used by smartphone apps. To
mitigate this problem, we present SenseWear, a sensor-sharing
platform that extends the functionality of a smartphone to use
remote sensors with limited additional developer effort. Sensor
sharing has several uses, including augmenting the hardware in
smartphones, creating new gestural interactions with smartphone
applications, and improving application’s Quality of Experience
via higher-quality sensors from other devices, such as wearables.
We developed and present six use cases that use remote sensors in
various smartphone applications. Each extension requires adding
fewer than 20 lines of code on average. Furthermore, using remote
sensors did not introduce a perceptible increase in latency, and
creates more convenient interaction options for smartphone apps.
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INTRODUCTION

Users today are surrounded by a large and growing number of sensors from various devices other than their smartphones. Specifically,
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wearable devices are equipped with new sensors including ambient
light sensors, heartbeat rate sensors, and near-field communication
(NFC). Because wearable sensors are physically attached to users,
they can better measure the physical characteristics of users and
their environments.
However, end-user applications do not fully utilize these sensors.
Despite wearable devices being available for nearly a decade, both
stand-alone wearable apps or smartphone apps that leverage wearable sensors are few and far between. From our survey of the top
250 most popular Android Wear apps from the Google Play marketplace, we find that only 16% of apps utilize wearable sensors, and
primarily for straightforward use cases like activity tracking and
map navigation. Of these 16% of apps, nearly half are standalone
watchface apps that do not have any connection to smartphone
apps but simply display users’ health data on the watch.
One likely reason for this dearth of smartphone apps that leverage wearable sensors is that it is difficult for developers to write
code that both uses current sensors and is portable to new sensors.
Apps that use wearable sensors require complex code for tasks such
as processing sensor data, data communication across devices, and
sensor customization across heterogeneous devices [11]. None of
those tasks are trivial; for instance, significant background knowledge on signal processing is required to write concise and efficient
sensor code [25]. Data communication among devices brings along
the complexity of writing a distributed system [35]. Designing an
application that uses sensors of another device thus requires hundreds of lines of code [25]. Prior work, such as Mobile Plus [29]
and M2 [11], utilize sensor data from one device on another, but
they still depend on developers to programmatically specify the
type of interaction, such as swiping, tapping the screen. In short,
developers struggle with the complexity of using these readily available sensors, and users miss the opportunity for more efficient and
customized sensing in their smartphone apps.
To mitigate this problem, we design SenseWear, a sensor sharing
platform that facilitates the use of sensor data from wearables, or
any other sensor device, by smartphone applications. SenseWear
decouples the sensing code from the application logic, creating
a modular boundary for plugging in sensor data from different
devices. With only a few lines of code, SenseWear can (a) extend a
sensor application beyond the hardware on a given smartphone, and
(b) improve the user experience on existing apps by transparently
and opportunistically using higher-precision sensors available on
wearable devices. We discuss these use cases in detail in §2.
SenseWear enables the use of wearable devices as follows:
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Minimize programming effort in sensor mapping: SenseWear
significantly reduces the programming effort needed to port wearable sensor data to a smartphone. SenseWear is a platform that
easily customizes wearable sensor data so that those sensor data
can be seamlessly utilized by smartphone apps. SenseWear contributes a metaprogram framework that abstracts the essential task
of mapping sensor input across devices. To extend the smartphone
app to leverage remote sensors, the developer need only write a simple metaprogram. The metaprogram language only exposes a few
necessary APIs and specification choices for developers, without
requiring them to implement details such as inter-device communication or sensor mapping algorithm for calibration across devices.
The metaprogram is used by the developer to choose one among
the multiple possible types of interaction possible between a remote and a local sensor, either with direct mapping or a semantic
mapping. A typical metaprogram in SenseWear is fewer than 20
lines-of-code. SenseWear takes care of the rest of the sensor mapping process by correctly and transparently “plumbing” the data
into the application.
Automatically Handling Sensor Heterogeneity: The key challenge developers face is the high degree of heterogeneity across
sensors. Specifically, devices can vary widely in sensor specification,
orientation, and position, which means that to use a remote sensor,
one has to map remote sensor data to the local device. SenseWear
uses linear regression to simply calibrate the IMU sensors of the
smartphones with that of the wearable device to emulate the type
of movement seen by the smartphone. The application developer
still writes a monolithic sensor application as if it were designed to
only run on a smartphone.
Evaluation: We implement SenseWear in Android OS 7.1.2 and
Android Wear 2.0 smartwatch OS. We demonstrate the utility of
SenseWear by creating eight SenseWear-enabled apps that showcase the usefulness of leveraging remote sensors. These apps include
(1) Two mobile gaming apps where the smartwatch accelerometer
is used to control the game instead of tilting the smartphone, (2)
Two apps whose haptic feedback is relayed to the smartwatch from
the smartphone so that the user gets feedback on a device closer
to her, (3) Two apps that allow turning off a smartphone screen by
controlling the smartwatch.
In each case, the smartphone application is not re-compiled.
Instead, remote sensors are replaced via a small metaprogram (each
app takes fewer than 20 lines of code). Our evaluation shows that
in all eight cases, the remote sensor latency is lower than what a
human can perceive. Furthermore, we show that wearable sensors
can be mapped to the smartphone’s use with over 90% accuracy.

2

USE CASES

SenseWear aims to enable the development of sensor-based apps
for wearables by providing the following benefits.
Overcoming Hardware Limits New types of sensors can unlock
new families of applications, but it is unlikely that every smartphone
has all kinds of sensors onboard. For example, mobile payment apps
require an NFC sensor, but a third of the new phones shipped in
2018 [10] are not equipped with NFC sensors. SenseWear bridges
this gap, making it easy to “extend” the sensing hardware of a phone
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by leveraging a wearable NFC sensor, thereby enabling payment
apps on a phone where it would otherwise not run.
Improving Quality of Experience: First, SenseWear facilitates
using more suitable sensors on another device when the smartphone’s sensors are limited. For instance, smartphone games, such
as car racing games, are often controlled by the user tilting the
screen to different angles. However, viewing the screen at various
angles and hand positions can be taxing on users. By integrating
wearables, the user could control the game in more ergonomic ways,
such as using their hands with the phone on a stand, thus keeping
the phone steady and in a more comfortable position.
Improving User-Interaction Modalities: Existing mobile apps
have pre-defined user interaction modes based on how the developer writes the app. Users’ needs vary, and the original interaction
mode may not be well-suited for every user. SenseWear facilitates
using more suitable sensors on another device when the smartphone’s sensors are limited. For example, a user may control the
smartphone, such as locking the screen, adjusting volume, by waving gestures with the smartwatch. It can be more convenient especially when the smartphone is less reachable than the smartwatch.
In this case, developers may utilize ambient light sensors on the
smartwatch to control the behaviors on the smartphone. However,
customizing the input of an application for all possible models of
interaction is infeasible and requires considerable developer effort.
SenseWear defines an easy-to-write metaprogram wherein a developer, or even a savvy user, can customize user interactions without
app source code.

3

SENSEWEAR DESIGN

In this section, we first introduce the architecture of SenseWear and
each component in detail. We then provide a high-level overview of
the design of SenseWear, while explaining how SenseWear performs
sensor virtualization and the steps needed by a user to apply SenseWear to an existing app.

3.1

Overall Architecture of SenseWear

Figure 1 shows the overall architecture of SenseWear. At its core,
SenseWear aims to virtualize sensing so that a sensor from a remote device can replace local sensors to overcome hardware limits,
change interaction patterns, and improve application QoE.
To this end, SenseWear is a sensor-sharing platform to virtualize wearable sensors, according to the policies specified by a
developer. SenseWear enables wearable sensors to be utilized by
any smartphone apps without modifying existing application code.
The developer only needs to specify these policies using a simple
metaprogram that requires a simple effort for sensor sharing.
There are two challenges in realizing the architecture: (i) mapping sensors across heterogeneous devices to meet different scenarios, e.g., mapping between the same types or different types
of sensors, (ii) designing an easy-to-write metaprogram language
that reduces the burden on the developer. We first describe the
architecture and then discuss the SenseWear design that solves
these challenges. The components of SenseWear are highlighted in
Figure 1 and we explain the role of each below.
Metaprogram: A metaprogram is an easy-to-write program for
any user or developer to customize their preferred way of using
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Figure 1: Overall architecture of SenseWear. The blue and green lines illustrate the data flow across devices. The blue lines indicate how smartphone
apps utilize wearable sensors as input, such as accelerometers; the green lines
show how SenseWear regards the wearable as an output, such as the vibrator.

wearable sensors to interact with phone apps. It consists of XML
code, and optional Java code, which depends on which scenarios
the users want to use the wearable sensors.
Phone Proxy: Phone Proxy is a long-running background service
on the smartphone. It is the main service in SenseWear that is
in charge of all the necessary jobs as described in Section 3.2, including loading and parsing of metaprogram, communication with
Wearable Proxy, maps sensor data for phone use, etc.
Sensor Mapping: Sensor Mapping is a sub-component in Phone
Proxy that defines how sensors are mapped between heterogenous
devices. It calibrates or normalizes sensor data obtained from one
device to the other device.
Wearable Proxy: The Wearable Proxy acts as a watch app that
runs on foreground to provide a simple User Interface and gives
necessary directives to users when necessary. For example, it asks a
user to maintain the wearable device in a stable position for initial
calibration. As discussed earlier, Phone Proxy receives sensor data
from Wearable Proxy, based on the metaprogram specification on
the Phone Proxy.
Virtual Sensor Service: To enable existing apps to seamlessly
use remote sensor data, we need to intercept and replace the local
sensors with remote sensor data. One option is to intercept the
sensor API call at a relatively higher layer such as the Framework
API layer [32]. However, many applications, especially gaming applications, use sensors via Jave Native Interface (JNI) [7] rather
than Framework API. JNI circumvents Java API and JVM to deliver
efficient instructions to the operating system. The mobile operating system is designed in a way that compels all sensors to go
through the sensor service for dispatching sensor data. Therefore,
we add Virtual Sensor Service at the Framework Layer as the sensor
interception point.
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Figure 2: The overview of how SenseWear performs the sensor virtualization
and what a user needs to do, in order to apply SenseWear, from a high-level
perspective.

User preparing phase: (1) A user starts by writing a metaprogram to specify which local sensor(s) needs to be substituted by
wearable sensor(s) and specifies how the wearable sensor(s) would
be used on the phone. The user then uploads the metaprogram
to a specified directory on the smartphone, via Android adb [1]
command.
SenseWear parsing phase: (2) SenseWear Phone Proxy, which
is a daemon process of SenseWear running on the phone, loads
the metaprogram from storage and parses the metaprogram. (3)
SenseWear Phone Proxy sends a request to Wearable Proxy to
request sensor information as specified in the metaprogram.
User calibration phase: (4) If SenseWear Phone Proxy asks for
IMU sensors, Wearable Proxy will prompt the user to maintain the
wearable device in a static position for 30 seconds for calibration.
This calibration process calculates the difference between the orientation of the phone and wearable devices and converts the wearable
IMU sensor data into a form compatible with the phone. (5) The
Wearable Proxy sends sensor data back to the Phone Proxy.
SenseWear runtime phase: (6) After receiving the sensor data,
the Phone Proxy finishes the calibration process, and keeps converting incoming sensor data. Finally, SenseWear injects the ultimate
sensor data to the operating system, which redirects the sensor to
the smartphone app.(7) The user interacts with the original phone
app via the wearable device, without modifying the phone app.
We note that users need to spend a limited amount of effort on
sensor customization. The user’s involvement is limited to choosing
the interaction type in the metaprogram and if necessary to take
actions as requested by the Wearable Proxy during the calibration
phase for bootstrap.

4

METAPROGRAM

One of the goals of SenseWear is to help developers utilize wearable sensors in their applications with minimal engineering effort.
Developers can specify minimal required information in a metaprogram, such as semantics mapping and sampling rates. SenseWear
parses the metaprogram and performs the other steps involved in
utilizing it, including mapping and transmitting sensor data.
SenseWear abstracts the set of sensor information that is required
to virtualize sensing and specifies semantic mapping when needed.
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< metaprogram >
< appname > waveLock </ appname >
< sensor >
< sensor_type_from > ambient_light </ sensor_type_from >
< sensor_type_to > proximity </ sensor_type_to >
< override > onSensorOverride </ override >
< freq >UI </ freq >
</ sensor >

(a)

public double [] onSensorOverride ( double [] watchData ) {
/* Convert ambient light sensor data to
* proximity sensor
* proximity sensor has only range of [0 ,5]
* */
if ( watchData [0] > 5) watchData [0] = 5;
else watchData [0] = 0;
return watchData ;
}
}

(b)

Figure 3: Code (a) and (b) is a metaprogram that replaces a phone proximity sensor with a smartwatch ambient light sensor. The XML tag Override,
specifies a Java function name, such as, onSensorOverride, that overrides for
users/developers preferable sensor translation. The code snippet (b) shows
the overrided function orchestrates with code (a) that converts watch sensor
data, i.e., ambient light sensor, into the phone proximity sensor data.

The code snippet attached below shows an example of a metaprogram in SenseWear. A key feature of SenseWear is that each
sensor is classified into a particular sensor type, such as accelerator,
proximity sensor, or heartbeat rate sensor. By specifying the type
of sensors and their corresponding mapping rules to fit into the
local device, developers can easily adapt existing apps to utilize
wearable sensors seamlessly and transparently. In some cases, the
developer may have to write a function to specify the mapping. We
let the developers specify this mapping in Java, as shown in Figure
3(b).
sensor_type_from and sensor_type_to: This group of attributes
specifies the type of sensors the system is getting from and mapping
to. But if both sensor_type_from and sensor_type_to are used, then
the system replaces local sensor_type_to sensor with wearable sensor_type_from sensor. The example metaprogram shown replaces
smartphone proximity sensor data with wearable ambient light
sensor data.
Java programming for deep customization: To deep customize the sensor mapping, SenseWear enables developers to reserve the original ways of interacting with different sensors. As the
code snippet (a), (b) show, the developer wants to use a wearable
ambient light sensor to replace the smartphone proximity sensor.
To achieve this goal, SenseWear provides a new callback API onSensorOverride in code (b) where developers can specify their preferred
way of customizing the mapping between two sensors.

5

SENSOR MAPPING

We apply different approaches depending on the two possible categories of sensor mapping – replacing sensors of the same kind and
that of different kinds.

5.1

Mapping sensors of the same kind

One-to-one mapping applies when a user wants to replace a local
sensor on the smartphone with the same type of sensor from a
wearable devices. For example, a user may prefer to have his/her
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Figure 4: Orientation difference between a smartphone (on the left) and a
smartwatch (on the right). We can see that these two devices have different
initial orientations, which will make the smartwatch motion sensor data not
work correctly to the smartphone.

smartwatch to enable the vibration mode when a phone call comes
in, rather than to enable the smartphone, as wearable devices are
more attached to body and can thus give more timely prompts. In
this case, the user could just utilize the wearable sensor data, such
as vibrators, as vibrators across devices share the same pattern
of vibration. [4]. A user may also wish to replace the smartphone
accelerometer sensor with a wearable accelerometer. Figure 4 shows
how different orientation angles can produce different values for
sensors like gyroscopes, accelerometers, magnetometers. Therefore,
directly using the wearable sensors on the smartphone would cause
the phone apps to behave incorrectly.
We represent the transformation of sensors to that of another
device as a type of affine transform [15]. We note that users tend
to intuitively use movements of similar lengths, rotations and lateral movement for the same type of action on the same device.
Across devices, we argue that there is a one-to-one mapping of
such movement for each type of gesture. An affine transform can
effectively "map" such movement of one type conveniently into
another. Formally, let 𝑋 𝑤 be the output given by the sensors of a
wearable device, and 𝑋𝑝 be the output given by that of a smartphone. Then, using an affine transform matrix 𝐴, we can represent
this as a matrix product, i.e., 𝑋𝑝 = 𝐴𝑋 𝑤 . Now, we need to identify
the right values of the affine transform matrix 𝐴. Doing this directly
is challenging, because of the following two reasons. First, the sensors have some amount of oscillating values. Second, the sensors
also have different sampling rates. Accurate mapping requires to
solve these challenges.
We resolve this challenge in the following way. We observe
empirically that the relationship between the gyroscope and accelerometer values of the smartwatch and the smartphone is linear.
We first use linear interpolation to ensure that the number of samples is equal. We then use a linear-regression [13] based learning
of the affine transform matrix. We use linear regression because
the affine transform matrix provides a linear mapping of the relationship between the sensors across devices. However, the exact
mapping among the sensors may differ depending on the type or
direction of movement. Thus, we use linear regression, with different parameters used for each type of movement. For each distinct
gesture, we utilize linear regression using least-squares method to
get a particular affine transform matrix.
SenseWear calculates the affine transform matrix using the initial
data collected during bootstrap or calibration. During bootstrap,
the UI on SenseWear first prompts the user to remain still with the
smartphone and wearable devices for 30 seconds, to allow SenseWear to collect IMU sensors and calibrate based on the discussed
approach.
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Smart- SmartSmartSensor
phone
watch
phone
Accelerometer ✓
✓
Gyroscope
✓
Magnetometer ✓
✓
Humidity
✓
Vibration
✓
✓
Proximity
✓
Screen Touch
✓
Ambient Light
Table 1: Sensors supported by SenseWear.
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Key:

Android
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Figure 5: (a) The original design for sensor dispatching mechanism in Android system. (b) SenseWear design for sensor dispatching, highlighted on
the right half. The left half shows that sensor dispatch connection would be
destroyed by de-registering a sensor.

Mapping sensors of different kinds

This case occurs when a developer wants to replace the local sensor with a different type of wearable sensor. For example, some
smartphone applications like Proximity Service [9] require a proximity sensor, which detects the distance between the object and
the phone screen. Those apps act as a gesture controller so that
users hovering on top of the screen can trigger the phone to make
a phone call or just pick up a phone. To make full use of wearable
sensors, users can hover on their smartwatch screens to trigger
such phone actions. However, smartwatches only have ambient
light sensors, which act similar to proximity sensors. But an ambient light sensor detects the light luminance rather than distance.
However, proximity sensors and ambient light sensors yield similar
data, as distance and luminance are strongly correlated. To support this use-case, SenseWear can simply map the ambient light
sensor on the watch to the proximity sensor on the phone. This
mapping rule is specified as a mapping rule in the metaprogram,
to tell SenseWear to keep converting the wearable ambient light
sensor data to proximity sensor data. The mapping rule specifies
how to convert the values from one sensor type to another.

6

IMPLEMENTATION

We implemented SenseWear on Android OS 7.1.2 and Android Wear
2.0 smartwatch OS. We evaluate our prototype using a Nexus 5
phone and Sony Smartwatch 3. Other mobile operating systems
such as iOS, have a similar architecture for sensor framework design,
and it is possible to replace the Android watch with Apple watch
by installing watch proxy.
Table 2 lists those sensors supported by SenseWear. While SenseWear can support a wider range of sensors than the listed ones,
the implementation of SenseWear was limited by the hardware.
For instance, Sony Smartwatch 3 does not sample heart rate data.
Note that supporting more sensors in SenseWear can be done by
additional software engineering, similar to the way we have mapped
the sensors.
The communication between Phone Proxy and Wearable Proxy
is based on Google Message Service(GMS) [6], which is a commonly

(c)

Figure 6: This figure shows four use cases that we implemented with SenseWear (a) replace the phone accelerometer with a smartwatch accelerometer
while playing the game, RacingInCar; (b) control the smartphone using a
smartwatch ambient light sensor replacing the phone proximity sensor, for
AirGestureControl app; (c) using the smartwatch vibrator to get haptic feedback in place of smartphone, with HapticTest app.
App
LoC Mapping Type
RacingInCar
10
Use wristwatch to control car in game
RacingFeverMotor
10
Use wristwatch to control car in game
AirGestureControl 18
Use wristwatch to control smartphone
WaveLock
18
Use wristwatch to lock and unlock smartphone
HapticTest
10
Vibration from phone to smartwatch
VibrationTest
10
Vibration from phone to smartwatch
Table 2: This table shows the apps used, along with the LOC for their metaprograms and the type of mapping we created to enable SenseWear for adapting
250
wearable
sensors for those corresponding smartphone apps.
Latency (milliseconds)

Local sensors

(b)

(a)

Sensor Service

5.2

✓

created

destroyed

SensorManager

Smartwatch
✓
✓

200
150
100
50
0

RacingInCar

RacingFeverMoto

AirGesture

WaveLock

HapticTest

VibrationTest

SenseWear Latency

Figure 7: This figure shows the duration it takes from the sensor generated
on a smartwatch to the sensor received on a smartphone. The red dashed line
indicates the threshold of 220ms.

used library to connect Android phones and watches via Bluetooth.
Based on Rio [12], batching network requests is a common approach
to reduce the latency of cross-device communication. Therefore,
the phone proxy and watch proxy are sending the sensor data in
batches with three sets of sensor data in a batch.
Virtual Sensor Service runs as a system-level thread, just like
SensorService [2]. Virtual Sensor Service keeps listening to requests
from Phone Proxy by epoll [5]. We also updated SystemSensorManager [3] in Android to expose a new API, registerVirtualSensor for
developers to use. Virtual Sensor Service is able to cover all traditional sensors, such as IMU sensors, proximity sensors.

6.1

Use Case Implementation

We utilized six different types of apps to show how SenseWear
can enhance existing smartphone apps by sharing remote sensors.
Table 2 shows the lines-of-code required for those six apps utilizing wearable sensors. We could conclude that SenseWear is able
to reduce the repetitive toil work for sensor developing, so that
minimizes the development.

6.2

Sensor latency for apps

To measure the latency that an application incurs by using remote
sensors, we measure the average time taken for the app to receive
sensor data from the remote sensor. To minimize the time drift
between two devices, we established a local NTP [8] server on a
LAN network. This environment enables the devices to have a sub
10-millisecond error drift.
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Figure 8: This figure shows the results of the mapping matrix. This result
shows that mapping/calibration matrix works well with over 92% accuracy.

Figure 7 shows that the latency incurred for remotely receiving
sensors is about 80 ms for the first six apps and under 200 ms for
the last two. According to the psychophysics study [21] on humanperceived response time, users cannot perceive latencies under
220ms. That means even though replacing local sensor data using
remote data does incur delays, this delay is acceptable.

6.3

Sensor Mapping performance

We test the working of one-to-one same-kind sensor mapping approach works by measuring the accuracy of mapping the phone
and watch orientations. We measure the accuracy along each of
the three possible axes, as well as the euclidean error in percentage.
Let 𝑝𝑥 and 𝑝𝑥′ be the actual and predicted value of one sensor data
point along axis x. Then, the error 𝑒𝑥 is given by:
𝑒𝑥 = (|𝑝𝑥′ − 𝑝𝑥 |)/𝑝𝑥 × 100. q
The root mean squared error 𝑒 is given by: 𝑒 = 𝑒𝑥2 + 𝑒 𝑦2 + 𝑒𝑧2 . We
report the values of 𝑒𝑥 , 𝑒 𝑦 , 𝑒𝑧 and 𝑒 for three gestures.
Figure 8 shows the errors for mapping of three different movements. Gesture mapping A represents the rotation of wrists anticlockwise and moving the phone left. Gesture mapping B represents
the raising of arm and moving the phone forward. Gesture mapping C maps the movement of both smartwatch and phone both
horizontally to the right.
Our experiments show that this technique can translate the
sensors with a calibration error rate of at most 10% that is considered
acceptable [22]. We note that the euclidean error in each case is
at most 10%. We also observe that the error is relatively higher
(around 10%) along a single axis while being significantly lower
along the other axis. We explain this by observing that the user
movement is usually along a particular axis, so the values along
one axis remain relatively stable. Note that while a more complex
model than a linear model would increase the accuracy, it would
also make it necessary to get additional training data, which would
hurt usability. We have also anecdotally seen that users report a
significantly more positive experience when interacting with the
smartwatch using this calibration.

7

RELATED WORK

Remote access support Many solutions focus on remote access
to a server or desktop, like RDP [24] and VNC [26], albeit without processing sensor data. Fluid [28] and UIWear [35] focus on
virtualizing and sharing UI across devices, which also reduces programming effort. SenseWear complements their functionality by
facilitating sensor programming, thus making remote devices easier.
Rio [12], Mobile Plus [29] and M2 [11] also enable resource sharing
across devices. Specifically, Rio provides a general and efficient
way to virtualize all I/O peripherals, without considering the compatibility issue across devices. Mobile Plus shares resources at the
functionality layer instead of raw data. M2 shares I/O data, such
as display, audio, sensors, across heterogeneous devices to adapt

to several use cases, but it does not present a general solution to
address the problem of heterogeneous data.
Cross-device interaction: To enable richer interaction, multiple
studies have proposed utilizing multiple devices to improve crossdevice interactions. For example, Highlight [27] and Panelrama [36]
dispatch parts of UI to different form factors. WatchConnect [18],
TouchSense [19] and Serendipity [34] define a new series of gestures
to operate handheld devices with smartwatches. UIVoice [33] enables smart home voice agents to act as remote agents to control or
interact with mobile apps seamlessly. Harmonious Haptics [20] acts
as additional tactile displays for smartphones. Duet [14] presents
a novel way of smartphone interaction using smartwatch motion
sensors. Unlike SenseWear, these studies do not focus on helping
the developers choose the sensor type of sensor for interaction.
Interaction and Gesture Mapping: Gluey [31] and MultiFi [16]
design new interaction techniques specifically for Head Mounted
Display (HWD) to operate other form factors. However, these techniques have not considered using the HWD sensor data for existing
handheld apps. Hamilton et al. [17] present a way for users to migrate UI between devices without migrating or reusing sensor data.
Yun et al. [37] demonstrate to use the smartphone as a mouse to
the larger form factor such as Smart TV. However, these techniques
only utilize sensors to recognize or analyze gestures and do not
aim to adapt different gesture approaches to the same apps.
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In recent years, a large number of sensing devices such as smartwatches have become commercially available. However, these wearable sensors are not fully utilized by most existing applications. We
circumvent this limitation by designing SenseWear, which allows
existing apps to utilize sensors on wearable apps seamlessly. SenseWear is a sensor sharing platform that allows a developer to easily
specify how wearable sensors can be used to extend smartphone
applications. We evaluate SenseWear by creating six SenseWearenabled apps and conducting latency evaluations, and count the
lines-of-code for enabling wearable sensors, respectively. Our evaluations show that SenseWear significantly improves the functionality
of applications, with minimal effort from the developer, and without
significant latency costs.
As future work, we plan to extend our work to more sensors.
Currently, SenseWear only maps smartwatch sensors. We will extend SenseWear to seamlessly integrate with more devices, such
as earpods and fitness trackers. Intuitively, such mapping is likely
to require more advanced techniques based on machine learning.
Specifically, a few simple gestures can be recognized by smartphones using techniques like incremental decision trees [30] or
CNN [23]. However, calibrating sensors with different forms of
signals while still retaining its usability is a major challenge. We
also plan to optimize power consumption by disabling the local
sensors being replaced by wearable sensors. This is non-trivial,
because disabling local sensors could affect or even stop the apps
function from functioning correctly. Thus, SenseWear needs a new
technique of disabling such sensors.
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